Go Fresh! is an award-winning Botswana-based agricultural operation that utilizes the latest greenhouse and hydroponic technology to locally grow Grade-1 vegetables consistently, year-round.

Go Fresh! seeks to unleash the power of youth leaders and technology to be the largest producer of organic and sustainably grown produce in distributed farms, creating food security for Botswana, creating employment in our communities, enabling our tourism industry and delivering the healthiest, freshest, best tasting produce possible.

Interns will work with the 12 Botswana youth leaders that lead the daily operations of the business. This is an excellent opportunity for a Fellow to get access to all functions of a small business (eg., from operations to HR) and to work alongside young college-graduate leaders. Interns will support operations growth of the business including analysis of sales trends, domestic market opportunities, product offerings and new value-added products, agriculture practices, delivery and packaging, business-planning and other special projects based on student interest and skills and as assigned by supervisor Michelle Adelman, founder of Go Fresh!, Cornell alumna and member of the CALS advisory board.

Students will be placed in a homestay.